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Single-Wavelength Downstream FDMA-PON at
32 Gbps and 34 dB ODN Loss
S. Straullu, J. Chang, R. Cigliutti Member, IEEE, V. Ferrero, A. Nespola, A. Vinci, S. Abrate
Member, IEEE and R. Gaudino Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—We propose a PON solution to reach 32 Gbps over a
traditional high loss downstream splitter-based optical
distribution network (ODN) without using multiple wavelengths
at the OLT side nor massive digital signal processing at the ONU
side. The achieved 32 Gbps capacity is not too far from the 40
Gbps given by a 4-wavelengths TWDM-PON but completely
avoids the handling of multiple wavelengths thanks to a higher
electrical spectral efficiency and some system optimization.
Index Terms— Passive Optical Network, FDMA, NG-PON2.

T

I. INTRODUCTION

HE next generation standard for PONs is currently under
ratification by ITU-T under Recommendations G.989.x
[1], usually indicated as NG-PON2. In order to reach its initial
target of delivering 40 Gbps downstream (DS), G.989 will be
based on four wavelengths DS transmission (called TWDMPON or Time and Wavelength Division Multiplexed PON),
where each wavelength will carry 10 Gbps with the same
characteristics as the previous XG-PON standard [2]. TWDMPON will introduce a “revolution” in PONs, since it will
require, for the first time, the handling of several dense WDM
(DWDM) lasers (the grid will likely be the usual 100 GHz
ITU-T grid). These lasers (and the related optical filters) must
have a few GHz accuracy, while all lasers used in PONs so far
had a very large spectral tolerance masks of the order of
several nanometers. The future TWDM-PON lasers will thus
have basically the same technical requirements as long-haul
100 GHz grid lasers in terms of wavelength accuracy, but their
cost (in terms of both CAPEX and OPEX) should be much
smaller to be successfully used in the ultra-low cost PON
market. As clearly pointed out in [3], this is for the moment a
tremendous engineering task, for which the technological
solution is not yet available, since the CAPEX should be
reduced by at least one order of magnitude compared to
DWDM long-haul lasers [3]. The ITU-T rationale towards
using WDM in PONs was strictly connected to the key
decision of sticking with the traditional binary On-Off Keying
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(OOK) modulation with direct-detection, for which it is today
well known that the 10 Gbps is a sort of “natural barrier” if the
system has to work up to 20-40 km of uncompensated SMF
(another must in ITU-T PONs), due to the joint effects of
chromatic dispersion and electrical bandwidth limitations of
low cost optoelectronic transceivers. In these systems, the
available electrical-to-electrical 6 dB bandwidth is hardly
above 7-8 GHz, so that sticking with OOK it is really difficult
to go above 10 Gbps, also considering the high Optical
Distribution Network (ODN) loss requirements, such as the 31
dB or more specified for the highest ITU-T PON classes [2].
In this work we had achieved a solution that largely beat this
“10 Gbps per wavelength” barrier using a frequency division
multiple access (FDMA) approach considered inside the EU
project FABULOUS [4] and the Italian project ROAD-NGN,
whose architecture is described in detail in [5],[6].
In particular, this paper shows the transmission of 32 Gbps
over a PON DS link with the following characteristics:
• single wavelength transmission: this is the key point of
the proposal in this paper. Our benchmark is the TWDMPON capacity: we show a capacity that are not too far (32
Gbps vs. 40 Gbps) but using only one wavelength in DS;
• available electrical-to-electrical 6 dB bandwidth of less
than 7 GHz (using standard optoelectronic components
that are currently used for 10 Gbps OOK);
• ITU-T ODN compliant up to very high ODN loss (34dB);
• multiplexing based on FDMA, where each electrical
subcarrier is 16-QAM modulated and dedicated to an
Optical Network Unit (ONU);
• digital signal processing (DSP) is required for both the
OLT and the ONU, to handle the proposed transmission
format but, as clearly shown in [6] and in [7], the ONU
requires to detect only a sub-band of the received signal,
so that the required ONU DSP (and the related analog-todigital ADC) can run below 1 Gsample/s. Interestingly,
the ONU DSP is identical to the one required in the area
of the “Wireless USB”, whose chipsets, using the UWB
technology, are extremely cheap and thus completely
compliant with the ONU costs [7]. For what concerns the
OLT side, a detailed comparisons of FDMA and TWDM
in terms of the techno-economics pros and cons is very
complex, and is currently under study.
The novelty of our papers can be summarized as follows:
• compared to previous works inside the same project, such
as [6], we found ways to greatly improve the maximum
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B. Experimental
E
R
Results
Afteer having set tthe optimal TX
X parameters CdB, Vin,max andd the
freqquency pre-em
mphasis, the E
EVM and BE
ER measurem
ments
werre performed aas a function of the ODN loss and launnched
pow
wer. We startted by evaluating the sysstem perform
mance
withhout ditheringg the CW laser. The resultts in terms off the
EVM
M contour ploots vs. ODN loss and PFIBBER are reporteed in
Fig.. 2.
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Thhe experimenttal setup is shhown in Fig. 1:
1 our target was
w to
deeliver 1 Gbps per user to 32
3 different users, for a tottal DS
caapacity of 32 Gbps. To thiis end, a 32 electrical
e
subccarrier
coomb was geneerated in a DS
SP. Each electtrical subcarrieer was
166-QAM moduulated with a 1 Gbps net daata rate, over which
wee considered a 10% overheead for signalling and FEC. Thus
alll the data sequuences were generated
g
withh a gross bit rate
r
of
1.1 Gbps and thhen they were shaped with a square-root-rraisedcoosine (SRRC) filter with a 110% roll-off ffactor, giving a total
occcupied electrrical bandwdtth of 302.5 M
MHz per subccarrier.
Thhe 32 subcarriiers were multtiplexed with a frequency sppacing
off 302.5 MHz, accountingg for the sppectral roll-ooff of
suubcarriers witthout any eextra guard-bband. The FDMA
F
eleectrical signaal resulted to have a banddwidth of 9.88 GHz
(inncluding an uunused band aaround DC oof 120 MHz, where
m
most spurious back reflectioons are fallinng). Each subcarrier
r
explained in
waas then powerr equalized (inn DSP), for reasons
Seect. III. The resulting FDMA signal amplitude
a
wass then
cliipped applyinng the optimum
m clipping facctor (CdB) desscribed
in [8]. As show
wn in Fig. 1, thhe resulting signal was loaaded in
the Tektronix 700001A Arbitraary Waveform
m Generator (A
AWG),
Sample/s and 10-bit
chharacterized byy a sampling rate of 50 GS
am
mplitude resolution. The gennerated electrrical signal waas then
am
mplified beforre to be fed innto the Mach--Zehnder moddulator
(M
MZM) RF input. The MZM
M was biased at
a the 3 dB pooint of
itss electro-optiic characterisstic, to obtaain the maxximum
linnearity of the m
modulator trannsfer functionn. The Vin,max annd CdB
vaalues were joointly optimizzed, accordingg to the proccedure
deescribed in [8]]. As a result, the maximum
m amplitude ussed for

10

Fig. 1 Experimenntal setup (ABC: Automatic Bias C
Controller, PM: P
Power
Meter, EDFA: E
Erbium-Doped Fiiber Amplifier, VO
OA: Variable Opttical
A
Attenuator, APD: Avalanche Photoo-Diode, RTO: Reeal Time Oscillosscope).
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A. Experimental Setup

12 11

Inn this Section w
we present the off-line proccessing experiiments
caarried out usinng commerciall optoelectronnic componentts over
ann installed mettropolitan fibeer testbed.

[dBm]

EXPERIMENTA
AL SETUP AND R
RESULTS

FIBER

II.

the electrical signnal sent to thee MZM input was Vin,max=33.9 V
(i.e.. approximatelly the full ampplitude of the MZM, Vπ=3.77 V).
Thee TX continuoous wave (CW
W) laser was operated
o
both with
andd without dithhering, for reaasons that willl be explaineed in
MZM optical output was amplified
a
from
m an
Sect. III. The M
EDF
FA to +17 dB
Bm, which wass followed byy a variable opptical
attennuator (VOA)) to adjust the fiber launchedd power, PFIBEER, in
the range from +
+8 dBm to +17 dBm. The O
ODN was reallized
withh 37 km of insstalled and burried fiber (Fasstweb metropoolitan
testbbed in Turin, Italy), follow
wed by a VOA
A, used to chhange
the ODN loss beetween 25 dB and 36 dB, aand a 1x16 opptical
splitter. The dirrect detectionn RX was realized withh an
D) having a responsivityy of
avallanche photoodiode (APD
0.7 A/W, an avallanche gain off 7, a 3 dB O//E bandwidth of 7
GHz and an inpput referred noise
n
of 11 pA
A/√Hz. Sincee the
resuulting end-to--end system bandwidth was significaantly
droppping over thee 9.8 GHz banndwidth occuppied by the FD
DMA
signnal (see Fig. 7),
7 a frequenccy pre-emphasis on the FD
DMA
com
mb was introdduced, as desscribed in Secc. III. The phhotodeteected electricaal signal was then passed tthrough a variiable
gainn amplifier too fitits amplituude into the ADC
A
quantizaation
rangge. In our expperiment, we hhave used a higgh speed real time
osciilloscope (RTO) as ADC, bbut it was alreeady shown inn the
paper [7] that a loow-rate processing after RF
F down converrsion
p
eveen using com
mmercially avvailable low cost
is possible,
chippsets. In ourr case, the acquired siggnal was offf-line
proccessed with Matlab® DSP
P algorithms . Thereafter,, the
signnal was first down-conveerted to baseeband and doownsam
mpled to 2 sam
mples per symbbol, then was filtered throuugh a
blinnd equalizationn stage and finnally passed tthrough the caarrier
phase estimator. F
Finally, both Error
E
Vector M
Magnitude (EV
VM)
R
(BER) w
were computedd to evaluatee the
andd Bit Error Rate
systtem performannce.

P

achievable ODN loss (frrom less than 28 dB in [6] up to
34 dB in thhis paper);
DMA• compared tto the many oother existingg works on FD
PON, we believe our ddownstream aarchitecture hhas the
pros of beiing compliantt with the geeneral ITU-T recent
requiremennts (such as having simillar capacity, being
splitter-based, high OD
DN loss comppatible) and a very
reasonable complexity annd thus potenttial cost.
Thhe paper is orrganized as folllows: in Sectt. II we descriibe the
syystem setup annd present thee main experim
mental results. Then
in Sect. III we describe in deetails all the ssystem optimiization
that were implemented to reacch these resultts.
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Fig. 2 EVM contour pplots vs. PFIBER annd ODN loss (no ddithering on CW llaser).
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Fig. 3 EVM contoour plots vs. PFIBERR and ODN loss (ddithering on CW laser).
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achiieving the ressults shown inn Fig. 3, wherre the EVM liinear
dependence on thhe ODN loss aand PFIBER has allowed to reaach a
launnched power oof +17 dBm. T
The BER wass also evaluateed in
this condition (Fiig. 4), verifyinng that the OD
DN loss maxim
mum
valuue effectively correspondedd to a BER loower than the FEC
threeshold of 2.17··10-3 (as requirred by G.795.1–I.4).
Fig.. 4 is the mainn result of thiis paper, show
wing that an O
ODN
losss of at least 334 dB is reachhable with sttandard FEC, thus
suppporting, with some marginn, the 33 dB requirement
r
off the
“Exxtended-1” (E11) optical pathh loss class, reecently set by IITUT foor XG-PON aand TWDM-P
PON, but exteending to 32 G
Gbps
the bit rate per wavelength. This figure is also the m
main
novvelty of our paaper, allowingg to envision future multi-G
Gbps
per wavelength PON
P
that are fully compliiant with stanndard
splitter-based PO
ON at some of the highest IT
TU-T ODN loosses,
withhout any activve device alonng the ODN. To double check
thesse results in terms
t
of resillience to SBS
S effect, the ssame
systtem was also tested using a longer spann of standard S
SMF
(50 km), obtaininng similar perfformance, as shhown in Fig. 55.
IIII. THEORETIC
CAL ANALYSIS
S ON POWER BU
UDGET AND MA
AIN
T
TRANSMISSION
N IMPAIRMENT
TS

F
Fig. 4 BER contouur plots vs. PFIBERR and ODN loss (ddithering on CW llaser).
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Fig. 5 EVM contoour plots vs. PFIBER and ODN loss ((dithering on CW laser)
usinng SMF.

Inn this first situuation, we obsserved alinearr dependence of the
EV
VM from the ODNLOSS andd PFIBER up to a launched power of
abbout +12 dBm
m. A further inncrease of the launched pow
wer did
noot correspond to a system performance improvement,, since
the nonlinear efffects started to be relevantt on the transmitted
mulated Brillouuin scattering (SBS)
siggnal, mainly ddue to the stim
efffect. Focusingg on a target E
EVM=11% (i.e. a BER≈2·10-3 for
a 16-QAM), thee ODN loss reesulted to be llimited up to 228 dB.
Inn order to mitiigate the effecct of such nonlinear phenoomena,
the dithering ooption of the CW laser w
was then actiivated,

Thee transmissionn experiments results show
wn in the prevvious
paraagraph has reqquired a carefful optimizatioon of some syystem
paraameters that will
w be discusssed in this Secction. In particular:
• The SBS supppression thankks to laser dithhering;
• The frequenncy-domain eqqualization ussing pre-emphhasis
acting on thee modulation inndex of each ssubcarrier;
• The TX clippping and ampllitude optimizaation.
Thee delivery of 32 Gb/s overr a single waavelength requuires
highh launch pow
wers if a highh ODN loss is a target. Inn our
experiments, it w
was fundamental to increase the SBS thresshold
by iintroducing a dithering techhnique [9] onn the TX laserr and
optiimizing the diithering param
meters. After a careful anallysis,
we found that a dithering signnal generating a Δfopt=500 M
MHz
was capable oof highly supppress
optiical frequencyy deviation w
SBS
S, that remained almost neggligible even up
u to +17 dBm
m per
wavvelength. For Δfopt significaantly lower thhan 500 MHzz, the
SBS
S was not suffficiently supprressed, while for
f higher Δfoppt the
FM-AM converssion due to cchromatic disppersion starteed to
imppact the qualityy of the FDM subcarriers.
A ssecond fundam
mental optimizzation was rellated to frequuency
equalization: thhe overall eelectrical-to-eelectrical trannsfer
funcction has a siggnificant dropp towards the higher frequeency,
mosstly due to thhe RX photoddiode and the DAC/ADC ppairs.
Eveen the optical fiber span cann contribute too the modificaation
of thhe overall freqquency transfeer function, duue to the combbined
nonnlinear interacttion between ddispersion andd Kerr effects [10],
partticularly at tthe highest ppower level. An optimizaation
proccess was thuus used to eequalize the performances of
subccarriers. The subcarrier BE
ER is governedd to a first deegree
by the product oof the subcarrrier modulatioon index (i.e., the
mplitude) and the total lauunch
relaative subcarrieer signal am
pow
wer, PFIBER. Thhus, while PFIBBER determiness the average B
BER
of tthe system, the modulation index can inddividually be used
to equalize the BER amonng the subcarriers, with the
introoduction of a subcarrier ppre-emphasis iin the DSP att the
TX.. In our experiiments, this opptimization waas achieved inn two
stepps. In a first step, we equaalize the perfformances of each
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suubcarrier findding the apprropriate moddulation indexx preem
mphasis that lleads to a flatt received FD
DMA spectrum
m. In a
seecond step, w
we optimize tthe operatingg point for thhe RF
m
modulation volltage and clippping factor of
o the FDM signal
(inndicted as Vin,,max and CdB inn Section II). The two stepss were
then iterated, iff the resulting operating poiint was far froom the
mization step. F
Fig. 6 shows rresults
onne chosen in tthe first optim
off the first equaalization proceess. When trannsmitting subcarriers
haaving the sam
me modulationn index (blue lline with starrs), the
received EVM was unaccepptably varyingg from 5.6% up to
188.8%. Applyinng our equalizzation proceduure, an EVM aaround
100% was achievved for all subbcarriers (bluee line with circcles in
Fiig. 6). The equualized EVM w
was achieved de-emphasizinng and
em
mphasizing thee modulation index respecttively down too 0.47
tim
mes the loweer subcarriers and up to 4..5 times the higher
suubcarriers in the FDM sppectrum (Fig. 6, red line)). The
received signal spectra with and without eequalization pprocess
was performedd on a
caan be seen in Fig. 7. This eequalization w
syystem with a 25 dB ODN
N loss (includding the SMF
F), an
opptical launchinng power set to PFIBER = +110 dBm and uusing a
RF
F modulation voltage of abbout Vin,max=3.5 Vpp, without any
siggnificant clippping. The seccond optimizaation step waas then
im
mplemented byy measuring tthe EVM of thhe subcarrier in the
m
middle of the F
FDM signal aas a function of Vin,max and CdB,
m 14 dB (i.e. almost no clippping)
sccanning this parameter from
upp to 4 dB (seveere clipping). The resulting EVM contouur plots
vss. Vin,max and CdB is reportedd in Fig. 8. T
The red bullet in the
coontour plot inddicates the choosen optimal ooperating pointt.

4

Fiig. 8 EVM on the subcarrier #16 vss. Clipping Factorr and RF modulattion
vvoltage at 25 dB O
ODN loss (includding the optical fibber span of 37km
m).

Afteer this secondd step, it was verified
v
that only
o
a further very
littlee adjustment oon the modulaation indexes pre-emphasiss was
neceessary. This inndicates that, after the firstt two optimizaation
stepps, the system
m performancce was mainnly dominatedd by
optiical receiver noise, whiile the nonllinear distorttions
introoduced at the transmitter haad a limited im
mpact.
IV. DISCUSSION A
AND CONCLUS
SIONS
We have demonsstrated the feaasibility of 32 Gbps DS linkk for
Ns with a siingle wavelenngth approachh and capablle of
PON
susttaining very hhigh ODN loosses. These rresult is achiieved
mulltiplexing 32 subcarriers oof 1 Gbps nett data in a siingle
elecctrical FDM signal. A reelatively low symbol rate per
subccarrier was ussed, which is tthe key to alloow low speed DSP
dem
modulation at tthe ONU sidee. In fact, the ONU DS receeiver
can be equipped w
with ADC runnning at less thhan 1 GSamplee/s.
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